New Jersey Needle Artists
American Needlepoint Guild
October 21, 2020 Meeting
Hi Everyone –
It was so nice to “see” 25 members at our October Zoom meeting. NJNA expects the November
and December meetings to also be on Zoom.
The New Jersey Needle Festival has been postponed until Spring 2021 (June 5, 2021). NJNA
reserved 20 seats for NJ NeedleFest 2020, all of which are held by our members. The NJNA
Board decided to keep those seats for 2021. If you registered for NJ NeedleFest 2020 through
NJNA you have two options: 1) retain your seat for 2021 or 2) get a refund of your registration
fee ($65) from NJNA. Please let either Linda M or Rosie L know by November 15 which option
you choose. If you were signed up with NJNA, please do not contact Needleworker’s for a
refund or store credit – NJNA will handle any transactions with Needleworkers.
If you did not register for NJ NeedleFest 2020 but would like to register for 2021, you can do
that through NJNA as well. We will collect registration forms and checks (payable to NJNA) at
the November Chapter Meeting on November 18 (assuming we have the updated price
information from Needleworkers’ Delight). NJNA will work with Needleworkers’ Delight to seat
our members together.
The ANG 2021 SOTM is expected to be published in the next issue of Needlepointer’s magazine.
The SOTM group will consider this piece, along with any other proposals, to determine the
NJNA 2021 SOTM project. Please send options to Linda M.
Classes for the ANG 2021 National Seminar in Kansas City have been announced and are posted
on the ANG website.
Linda M has sent several boxes or donated canvas and projects to the Needlepoint Destashing
Store. She kept stretcher bars, tacks, and 2 storage bins. Linda plans to be at the Bernards
Township Library parking lot (our regular meeting place) on November 1 for a literal “trunk”
sale of these items. Stretcher Bars will be $1 per pair and Tacks will be $1 per bag. Please stay
tuned for further details on time and inventory.
NJNA turned 30 years old in November 2019. The board is hoping to plan a special celebration
in honor of this milestone once we are able to meet again!
Linda announced that Barbara Levy will chair the 2020 nominating committee with Jill and
Mally. Please expect to hear from them about open positions and consider volunteering for
one of them. The slate will be presented at the November meeting and voted on at the
December meeting.
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Jill reported that we now have 48 members, including one new member, Holly Gold. Holly was
able to join us at the end of last night’s program. We are looking forward to getting to know
her better. Holly has been stitching with several of our members at the Edwardian Needle and
has known Cathryn for many years!
Rosie reported that the current balance in our treasury is $5426.28. We have several additional
expenses yet to come in for 2020 but we expect to end the year with about $600 more than
budgeted!
Sylvia announced that the next session for our Background Samper II workshop will be held
virtually on November 15. We will cover the last five areas of the project.
Sylvia is working on setting up a Paint Your Own Canvas Workshop. Labours of Love had
originally planned to teach a Paint Your Own Canvas workshop for NJNA at the Edwardian
Needle on April 25, 2021. This is now on hold because this workshop must be held in person.
Stay tuned!
Rob has completed the framing of The Children’s Bookshelf. NJNA had hoped to hold a small
reception to present it to the library. That’s on hold, but we are looking into presenting it at a
library board meeting along with the regular NJNA donation check. Janet P said that Pam’s
family would also be interested in attending.
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In the meantime, the framed piece is hanging in the Framed Image to show off our stitching and
Rob’s excellent framing. Please make a point to stop in and view it if you are in the Pompton
Plains area. It really turned out gorgeous. Thanks to all Cathryn and all stitchers.
Cathryn held a raffle for the stretcher bars and leftover threads amongst the stitchers of The
Children’s Bookshelf. As she was able to get everyone’s preferences during the meeting, she
was able to announce the winners: Sylvia, Rosie, and Nancy B all won thread bags; Janet P and
Marge each won a pair of stretcher bars! Pick up will be in conjunction with the NJNA “trunk”
sale on November 1.
Our other outreach project, Hearts for Hospice, is complete. However, the finished hearts are
being posted on Facebook as the Kansas City Chapter finishes them. NJNA has quite a
representation with more than 60 hearts sent! Linda and Cathryn are trying to keep up with
posting the finishes on the NJNA Facebook page. Follow us!!
Carol F sent out two cards to members facing medical challenges: Cindy H and Sharon B.
Cathryn discussed upcoming programs. This month’s program was intended to be the center
panels for all four of the Margaret Bendig Kimonos. However, after last month, Cathryn
decided to cover Winter and Spring this month and Summer and Autumn at the November
meeting. Details on the program will be sent out under separate cover.
NJNA is still planning to party at our December meeting! Alas, you will have to bring your own
food and drink! We are hoping to arrange some fun games and activities. Cathryn hopes to
arrange a tour of David McCaskill’s home, his workshop, and his beautiful holiday décor!
As NJNA expects that we will still be meeting via Zoom for a while in 2021, Cathryn is focusing
on lectures, virtual tours, and member sharing programs for next year. She invited members to
share any ideas that they have for Zoom programs with either her or Marge K.
REMINDER: Please pick up all needles/pins from the (library) floor. Even more important
now that we are stitching at home!
I hope you enjoy the Show and Tell pictures. I appreciate everyone sending me pictures that
allowed me to share my screen with the group. Please continue to send me your show and tell
items during this time of quarantine. I would appreciate it if you could include relevant
information about each completed project. Relevant information includes: piece name,
designer, where finished, stitch help or stitch guide info, other fun stuff – like who it’s for, why,
etc.
Cheers, Rosie
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Show and Tell

Meredith R stitched Tony Minieri’s “Chicago” Patch. She had Rob from Framed Image cut a mat
and insert it into a Sudberry Tray. Perfect for gift giving!

Mally B completed this painted canvas called “Rooftops of Paris” by Abigail Cecile.
Framing approach was chosen by Rob at Framed Image. I love the little cutouts in the mat.
Beautiful, Mally.
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Barbara L stitched this outrageous “Ostrich” canvas by Zecca. Stitch suggestions were by Toni
Minieri and Pam Miller. Framing by Rob at Framed Image. What fun embellishment with false
eyelashes!

Meredith R stitched “Tudor Garden” in her first embellishment class taught by Tony Minieri.
Meredith explicitly said that she didn’t want to do any ribbon work, but Tony convinced her to
try and then she was hooked!
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Here we have two non-holiday renditions of “Holiday Patches” by Susan Kerndt. The design is
built around areas of a print fabric which are attached to the canvas. At the top, Sue C
celebrates her love of nature with ducks, turtles, and butterflies. The fishing motif was done by
Rosie for her fisherman brother. This piece lends itself to lots of improvisation! Both Sue and
Rosie used some stitches from the design and some of their own choosing.
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Cathryn was with Marge when she saw a fern canvas that she fell in love with. Marge reminded
Cathryn that there was a fern canvas in a package that Cathryn was getting ready to mail to the
Needlepoint Destasher. Cathryn decided to keep this fern from Mary Louise Pivec Needlepoint
Designs and chose her own threads and stitches. She had Pam at the Edwardian Needle finish it
into a pillow and she is glad that she was able to shop her stash! (I think Marge indicated that
she bought the one in the shop!)

Sue B made this tooth pillow for her grandson Jake. Pam at the Edwardian Needle helped with
the stitch choices and finishing. The pocket on the back will hold lost teeth! We all agreed that
the colors and the style of this pillow will be one that Jake will cherish for many years beyond
his tooth fairy days!
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If you read the text of this summary, you know that Sylvia is arranging for NJNA to have a
workshop on canvas painting. Sylvia has been experimenting. She painted “German Hearts”
for her parents and brother and “Irish Hearts” for her parents-in-law and husband. Sylvia chose
her own stitches. The hearts were finished by Pam at the Edwardian Needle.

Carol K-B stitched this glitzy boot from Chandail Needlepoint as a souvenir from the ANG
Houston Seminar. The adorable Nittany Lion is peeking out of a Kathy Schenkel Penn State
(Carol’s alma mater) ornament. Both ornaments were finished by Marsye Wray.
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Diane designed and stitched this door hanger
for her Grandson that will be arriving in midDecember. The design is based on a pattern
from Nancy’s Needles that Diane reduced to
size, changed the grass and water, and added
the “shh… ...cabining”. Diane chose a
cabin/lake theme for the baby as that’s
where Chrissy and Mark met. She also did
her own finishing.
“Cabining” is the family’s code for relaxing or
napping!

Cathryn stitched these two acorns from Associated Talents. She chose her own stitches and
threads. Pam at the Edwardian Needle finished them into ornaments which Cathryn will give to
her Aunt and Uncle to adorn their door at their assisted living facility.
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This “Sailboat” round by Plum Stitchery
was stitched by Sylvia. Sylvia used a stitch
guide from Flying Needles in Belleair
Bluffs, Florida. It was finished by Pam at
the Edwardian Needle.

Sylvia stitched this “In and Out Burger”
ornament (designer unknown) for her
daughter in California. Pam at the Edwardian
Needle finished it into an ornament.
YUM!
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This is Sylvia’s completion of “Herringbone Happening” our NJNA class project from 2019. Pam
at Edwardian Needle did the finishing. What I noticed and really like about the finishing is 1)
the tassel and 2) the placement of the medallion at the bottom. Gorgeous!

How cute is this pumpkin sporting “BOO” lollipops? Linda P stitched the “BOO” canvas from
Kate Dickerson. Pam at Edwardian Needle made them into “pops”. Linda took a paper mâché
pumpkin and painted it with glue and then doused it with glitter. The pops stay upright
because they are stuck into floral foam. So stinking cute!
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Linda P just got these two Heidi canvasses back from finishing at the Edwardian Needle.
All the letters in "Jingle" and "Oy Vey" are beaded! Linda says these were fun to stitch. I bet!
Linda provided the jingle bells to Pam to incorporate in the finishing.

In this picture, Linda P is showing off “Three Stars” garland by Kathy Schenkel. The garland
came as a kit with a stitch guide for each star and the puffy leaves to complete the garland. It
looks like Linda is all set for autumn and Halloween!
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Rosie had her 2019 SOTM Mystery Project framed very simply for the event that NJNA sends
these to Woodlawn. Rob at Framed Image did the framing.

WOW!! Over the past four years, Sylvia stitched this “The Shores of Hawk Run Hollow” sampler
by Carriage House Samplings. This was done on 40-count linen with NPI silk. It tells the sad
story of a woman waiting for her seafaring lover, but alas he is buried at sea.
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The next few pictures show the work of NJNA members who attended the ANG national
seminar virtually over the past month(s).

Both Linda M and Robin took ‘Black and White Garden’ with teacher Terri Bay.. The class
combined both pulled work and blackwork. Both Linda and Robin commented that the class
was paced over two days so that you could easily finish each day’s portion before the next
session. Linda’s on the left is on 40-count linen and Robin’s is on 28-count linen.

Janice M and Rosie both took Gail Stafford’s “Quilt Square”. There was a choice of two
colorways and believe it or not – these two are the same color! Rosie would not have taken
this at the “real” seminar, but it was perfect for a virtual one! Janice mostly wanted to check
out how ANG would conduct a virtual seminar – she is spying for EGA!!!
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Robin also took “Twisty Trees” from Jennifer Riefenberg. She liked the idea of making a picture
using all these fancy Jean Hilton stitches. She likes the piece but thought the directions could
have been better. (I am guessing that the instructions were written when an in-person format
was anticipated.

Tina F stitched this piece as an EGA Correspondence Course last February. It is “Vintage Log
Cabin” by Terry Dryden. Because of the difficulty getting supplies during the pandemic, Tina
picked her own colors from her stash! (I think her stash is better coordinated than mine!)
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And last, but certainly not least, may I present Tina F’s “Stars for the New Millennium” by Tony
Minieri? Tina has been working on this cherry colorway for 16 years!! Whoa! And after all of
that time, she still isn’t sure what she is going to do with it!!

